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This whitepaper discusses why and how real world assets can be adopted in Decentralized 
Finance. A detailed solution is described and substantial progress has already been achieved 
with a ready working product which has already tokenized several real world assets including 
shares, invoices, and real estate. 

The paper is divided into 4 parts. Part 1 discusses the opportunity, challenges and solutions at 
a high level. Part 2 does a deep dive into the technical solutions. Part 3 discusses the progress 
already achieved and finally in Part 4, private sophisticated investors are invited to participate 
in the private sale to accelerate the launch of the platform.

өՐ�ƍͣːːǹ̶Ζ
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2. The DEFI boom

Almost everyone in the Decentralized Finance (DEFI space is aware of the boom going on. Total 
value locked has jumped up from just under $1 Billion to about $6.5 Billion in less than 90 days.

What is often missed is the backstory where various building blocks have matured.

Compound, AAVE offer money markets, dydx, bzx offer leveraged trading, Synthetix offers synthetic 
assets, Uniswap, Balancer, Curve offer Automated Market Makers with different flavours. There 
are many other systems and protocols each with their own niche. All of these have contributed to 
the growth in the DEFI space.

Powerful composability/interoperability has supercharged this growth, and it has also made it 
significantly easier for new platforms to use existing building blocks to put together new systems 
as long as they have a strong, well thought out enough value proposition.

What is happening right now is a Cambrian explosion in DEFI.
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ӬՐĚʇːʇ͔ǹ͔ʇ˧˗̓�ǹ˗ȳ�ł̛̛˧̶͔ͣ˗ʇ͔ʇɄ̓
Much of DEFI today resembles a casino with zero sum games, with very limited value creation. 
However what DEFI has managed to do is to create a permissionless infrastructure for the 
flow of capital around the world - if DEFI can be used. It has broken down borders and allowed 
anyone with a good opportunity to access capital and customers from around the world in a 
seamless manner.

Whilst similar claims were made in the ICO era, there are a few key differences. ICOs were often 
based on nothing more than a whitepaper, whereas DEFI has ready products that are actively 
being used. Instead of utility tokens, users are being offered governance tokens which offer 
their owners ownership of the platforms and hence a true potential of increase in value with the 
growth of the platform itself.

And while DEFI has been booming we must keep things in context. Just a few companies such 
as Apple, Google on their individual basis themselves dwarf the entire crypto market cap.

Èɥ�Wb�È�ȧǹ˗�ȠɄ�ɴǹ̶˗Ʉ̓̓Ʉȳ�͔ ˧�̓ ˧ʳ΄Ʉ�̥ Ʉǹʳ�Έ˧̥ʳȳ�̛ ̥˧ȠʳɄː̓Տ�ǹ˗ȳ�̠ ˧͔�ʣ͔ͣ̓�˧ ˗ԫȧɴǹʇ˗�˧ ̛̛˧̶͔ͣ˗ʇ͔ʇɄ̓Տ�͔ ɴǹ͔�
Έ˧ͣʳȳ�ȠɄ�͔ɴɄ�̶͔ͣɄ�Ƞ̥Ʉǹʫ˧͔ͣ�ː˧ːɄ˗͔�ɥ˧̥�Wb�ÈՐ�Èɥ�̥Ʉǹʳ�Έ˧̥ʳȳ�ǹ̓̓Ʉ͔̓�ȧǹ˗�ȠɄ�ͣ̓Ʉȳ�ǹ̓�ȧ˧ʳʳǹ͔Ʉ̥ǹʳ�˧˗�

Global capital markets are largely fragmented by national borders. This creates regional 
inefficiencies by increasing the cost of capital in certain geographical areas even for quality 
assets and on the flip side locks their investors out from the best deals available globally.

The classic example being countries like Venezuela where people are locked into an hyper 
inflationary currency and a downward spiral of wealth and value destruction.

Leveraging the permissionless capital movement infrastructure built via DEFI would reduce the 
cost of capital for good quality projects and also give benefits to the investors by giving them 
that opportunity to access deals which they could not before.
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4. Challenges with linking Real world assets to DEFI
4.1. Strategic
When choosing which real world asset to tokenize and put up as collateral on the OPM, one 
of the heaviest things that weighed on our mind was how we would handle enforcement. 
Decentralized Finance is primarily about trusting the code and not the people behind the code.

It is all fine and well to say that you have tokenized a property or gold or some other real 
world asset and it is now being used as collateral, but the real key question to address is what 
happens if the party who was borrowing does not repay.

The problem now becomes:

1) Who will handle the enforcement and how
2) How fast can the liquidation be done to recover the position of the lender

Platforms like realt.co and DMM and even Centrifuge have started some work around tokenizing 
real world assets and using the DEFI ecosystem as a way to source funding. However if you 
are dependent on the good will of the platform operators to enforce and there is no clear liquid 
market where the liquidation can be done or it can only be done in an adhoc manner then that 
becomes a problem.

When you are going via DEFI platform the understanding is that this is a decentralized play and 
you are deploying your funds based on the quality of the code and not the party behind the 
code. This is an important distinction as that means there is no formal “issuer” as defined from 
a securities regulatory standpoint.

In a CEFI platform you are trusting the people behind the platform, the platform code is a means 
to an end. You have additional legal recourse when it comes to a securities offering. But in a 
DEFI platform there is in reality no meaningful recourse.

Realt.co does not make any pretensions of being DEFI, they have AML KYC and those who 
deploy the funds are doing so on the back of an investment offer document. How enforceable 
that is and whether or not those who invest actually read and understand the risks is a separate 
question, but realt.co has a legitimate argument that investors are relying on them to generate 
the return and that is perfectly fine.

Centrifuge tokenizes invoices and had a partnership with Maker DAO where their tokenized 
assets have been approved as part of a basket of future real world assets. Multi Collateral DAI 
is now supposed to be backed in part by these tokenized invoices.

DAI is at the heart of all DEFI (or atleast was). When Centrifuge claims that they are tokenizing 
real world assets, starting with invoices then the question needs to be asked: What happens 
when the invoice is not paid?

The assumption here is someone from the Centrifuge team (or partners) engages in manual 
enforcement. That creates a fallible manual dependency off chain, and secondly if these 
invoices are not paid are they worth anything?
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Suppose these unpaid debts can be flogged to a debt collector, who buys them for a discount, 
then the subsequent question is how deep the discount is and whether or not a liquid market exists 
where these unpaid debts can be flogged without leading to a loss of principal.

If these invoices were secured by a guarantee against some real world assets such as real estate 
then the question becomes again, who is going to enforce, where can the underlying property be 
sold, and how fast can cash be recovered?

Real estate transactions can be slow moving and take months to process.

DMM claims to do liens against cars. Cars are a depreciating asset. Used cars are probably one 
of the worst collateral there is. Worse if the loan is not paid, who is going to take possession of 
the cars, and where and how fast can these cars be sold. Used car salesmen are notorious to take 
advantage of the lack of price transparency and flog them for whatever they can get away with. 
Used car secondary markets exist, but they are hardly liquid or transparent like listed stocks.

If we are to tokenize real world assets, the initial real world assets need to have:

a highly liquid secondary market
with transparent price discovery, so you know exactly what that asset is worth at any point in time
Enforcement should not be dependent on the discretion of human actors i.e programmable 
liquidation should be possible

4.1.1. Programmatic and Unstoppable Liquidation
Listed stocks or commodities tick all of the above boxes. They have deep and transparent liquid 
secondary markets with transparent price discovery and buy and sell can be done via scripts which 
can be used to trigger automatic liquidation when price drops below a certain threshold.

Our team actually comes from a real estate background, however after a lot of thought we came to 
the conclusion that the first real world asset class we had to put on the OPM was listed blue chip 
shares such as Apple, Facebook, Google etc.

The architecture at a very high level would be as below:

7
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Typically accepting listed stock as collateral would begin via a partnership with a market participant 
broker who would accept the OPM as one of the margin lending facilities. The team is currently in 
advanced integration steps with an Australian market participant with the Sydney Stock Exchange.

The above mechanism can be used either for leveraged trading or borrowing against your positions 
as collateral after the purchase.

From the end users perspective it would be similar to borrowing against their stock or opening up 
a leveraged position. A pledge would be placed against the position via the broker APIs. Chainlink 
would be used to monitor the value of the positions. If the borrowing exceeds the collateral threshold 
values, the smart contracts would trigger a sell instruction.

The monitoring script would read the smart contract emission and place a sell order and liquidate 
the position in question. All of this would be handled in a programmable, automated and unstoppable 
manner with minimal to no human intervention.

The key consideration above is developing a tamper proof, verifiable script interface between the 
API and smart contract emissions.

The team is already working on integrations using the Alpaca and Streak.teck APIs.

4.1.2. Comparison with other real world asset tokenization players

Assets Trust minimized programmatic 
liquidation

DMM Used cars No

Centrifuge
Invoices No

OPEN Onchain Assets, Liquid Shares, 
Real Estate

Yes

4.1.3. Illiquid assets
For handling illiquid real world assets, we first need to develop enough liquidity. Once that is achieved 
we would have to interface via Custodians who would hold the asset and act on instructions from 
the DAO.

Custodians are a key part of traditional finance systems, various big name custodians such as 
the Northern Trust, Fidelity etc have started offering custody solutions that can meet these 
requirements.
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An asset owner would approach a participating custodian and request a charge to be taken against 
the property. Once the charge and a valuation are presented, the owner would be able to mint a 
certain amount of oUSD based on the collateral factors as decided by the DAO.

For illiquid assets valuations would become important as well, which can be again handled via 
standardized 3rd party expert valuation reports.

The collateral factors of individual asset types would be determined at a later date based on the 
votes by the OPEN token holders.

The other two key challenges are how to demonstrate ownership and a tamper proof price feed. 

4.2. Tactical

In the very short run however the issue is liquidity. Even if someone is paying the interest on their 
locked real world collateral as expected, if the participating lenders/investors want to withdraw, an 
illiquid asset does not lend itself to that easily.

Consider for instance a real estate development project. It is extremely capital intensive and lumpy, 
where the returns manifest themselves only at the end of the project on the sales of the completed 
stock. Investors are locked in for the term.

And while liquidity of the investment is not a core tenet of DEFI, it is definitely a norm these days to 
be able to withdraw on demand.

Liquidity however has to be broken down into 2 parts.

The first is the liquidity of the asset itself. Some off-chain assets are quite liquid and command 
ready secondary markets. Listed shares, commodities have deep secondary markets which are 
much larger than the entire capitalization of crypto itself.
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Liquidations on these can be triggered via script bots that make buy sell actions through API calls. 
These API calls themselves can be triggered via smart contract emissions.

The second aspect of liquidity is the platform’s liquidity. If you have a lender lined up to take the 
place of any other lender who is looking to step out then even illiquid assets are not a problem.

As long as deposits (lenders/investors) > withdrawals there will always be a sufficient pool of 
liquidity that would allow on demand withdrawals as well as give the time buffer needed to deal 
with off-chain defaults on illiquid assets.

The key hence becomes developing liquidity.

5. The 3 steps
Since building liquidity takes time we could end up facing a chicken and egg problem where we are 
unable to attract deposits because we cannot offer liquidity and vice versa.

The solution to this is a 3 step approach

1. Start with liquid onchain assets
2. Move to liquid off chain assets
3. Finally do illiquid off chain assets

We will start with liquid onchain assets (regular ERC20 with deep liquidity, wrapped BTC, LTC, XRP 
etc) and then move to liquid off-chain assets such as listed shares and commodities. This will allow 
us to build our own distribution pool over time and continue to offer liquidity to investors.

Once we have enough liquidity we will commence adding illiquid assets. A thumb rule for adding 
illiquid collateral would be to ensure that there is atleast twice the amount of liquidity on the platform 
than the value of the collateral proposed to be added.

Liquidity = Deposits - Borrowings

That would mean if for some reason the illiquid asset defaults and a few depositors wants to 
withdraw it would allow those who wish to withdraw to do so while also giving enough time for the 
off-chain deposit to be handled.
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6. The oUSD stable coin
Our primary goal is for people owning property and other real world assets to come to us, tokenize 
their asset, stake it and mint a stable coin against it on demand. This will mean real time access to 
funds without waiting for book build processes to complete.

The new stable coin (oUSD would achieve success if it can be exchanged at parity on demand 
against other stable coins such as USDC/USDT etc. We intend to do this via a series of incentivization 
and feedback loop strategies.

But beyond our immediate purpose, there is also a wider need for such a stable coin. Let us try and 
understand the underlying context first.

ӰՐөՐ�L̥Ʉǹ͔ʇ˗ɪ�ǹ�΄ʇǹȠʳɄ�ḁ̶̇ͣɄ˗ȧΖ�Ե�ƛɴɄ�Ӯ�̛˧ʇ˗͔Ʉȳ�͔̓ǹ̥�˧ɥ�ː˧˗ɄΖ

In order for something to be used as money it needs to have the following 4 key attributes:

1. It needs to be backed by something valuable
2. Someone else who already has other things that are seen as valuable things is willing to accept 

it in exchange of them (Network effect)
3. It can be used to do perform day to day transactions
4. Can be scaled in an almost unlimited manner to meet the needs of an ever expanding economy

There is a 5th point which is needed to be addressed if you are setting up a new system that is 
going against a current system. This is the need for censorship resistance.

Let us consider how various systems measure up against the 5 benchmarks.
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6.1.1. FIAT
Fiat is the most common form of money. It is backed by something - the word of the government. A 
system of fair laws or the threat of guns. Either are valuable.

Within the sovereign nation that is issuing the currency it will be accepted (generally everywhere). 
Note that in certain scenarios when a country’s system of governance is failing the fiat money issued 
by the government becomes unacceptable even within that country. Exhibit A the Zimbabwe Dollar.

Generally speaking however you can use fiat money for all day to day transactions, shopping, 
investing, speculative trading etc. And a country can mint its own currency in an almost unlimited 
fashion. It is subject to certain pressures (such as inflation) but no hard constraints.

6.1.2. Banks
Within fiat there is an interesting sub category which merits attention. Most money in circulation 
today is not issued by the state, but rather created by Banks. We will skip the details of how fractional 
reserve works, but essentially they create money when they issue a loan.

All that is done is they take charge over some valuable collateral and then make a ledger entry in 
their system that the person borrowing has a claim of certain amount with them.

Presto you have money!

The reason it works is it measures against the 4 points of the star - It is backed by something 
valuable. 

Because the bank is part of an interconnected network of banks and has recognition from the state 
they will accept its ledger entry as a valid claim. What this means is you can withdraw your claim in 
the form of hard notes from the bank or transfer that balance to someone else with some other or 
the same bank. The bank effectively acts as a node among a network of nodes that has the right to 
mint money provided it meets certain benchmarks.

Note that for fiat money censorship resistance is not needed as they are backed by those with the 
ability to censor. Fiat money is also often islanded within sovereign borders.

6.1.3. Gold
Gold meets the first 2 criterias, it is backed by something valuable and most other people will be 
willing to accept in exchange for other valuable things.

However it fails on the next 2 criteria, it is no longer used for day to day transactions (albeit it once 
was) and the reason it is not able to do so is because it could not be dynamically adjusted to the 
needs of an expanding economy. One of the big reasons depressions used to last long was because 
once demand was destroyed the economy would enter a mexican standoff where everyone was 
waiting for everyone else to take the initiative.

Only when the gold standard was dropped conclusively it became possible for governments to step 
in and create back stop demand and address market failure situations.
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6.1.4. Bitcoin
Bitcoin is often called Digital Gold by its proponents and that is true based on some criteria but 
not others. One major difference between BTC and Gold is that at least Gold was used as money 
for a large period of history. BTC never got going as a meaningful way as a mode of conducting 
transactions. BTC also suffers the same flaw that gold has that it cannot be dynamically adjusted 
to meet the needs of a growing economy and ends up being deflationary.

6.1.5. Stable Coins
Stable coins start making things a bit more meaningful. They are pegged typically to USD which is 
valuable and the successful stable coins are accepted as a means of exchange by others who are 
willing to accept them in return for other goods and services.

6.1.6. USDC 
USDC is purely custodial and is backed 11 with actual dollars. USDC is unlikely to scale beyond a 
point as it requires collateralization of actual cash. USDC is also non censorship resistant.

6.1.7. USDT
USDT is make-belief where they claim it is backed but offer no evidence (believe it or not this is the 
biggest stable coin). USDT is magic money based on collective delusion. Proponents might argue 
that fiat is based on collective delusion as well. However fiat has the backing of rule of law and 
enforcement via the threat of guns. USDT has often flirted with oblivion and one day it will likely 
meet its fate.

6.1.8. DAI
DAI is backed by an algorithm and a range of collateral which is predominantly ETH. DAI has recently 
moved beyond ETH as collateral and plans to accept invoices, real estate and other real world 
assets as collateral.

Its mechanism is fairly complex where a synthetic is minted by locking in some collateral and a 
system of arbitrage by 3rd parties ensures that the peg is met.

DAI technically can scale especially now that it can allow other assets beyond ETH. It is also 
censorship resistant. However where DAI has been struggling is its ability to hold its peg.

It has a significantly complicated arbitrage system that it uses to meet its peg. It has multiple levels 
of levers which it tries to pull actively to achieve the peg but it routinely struggles with that goal. DAI 
has been losing market share steadily due to this inability.
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6.1.9. sUSD
sUSD has a different mechanism to DAI to achieve its peg. sUSD has a crude but effective self 
sealing mechanism. Its native token SNX is used as collateral and on staking you get sUSD. They 
have network effects where they have built a trading platform where the sUSD is accepted and they 
also incentivize those who provide liquidity to sUSD on Uniswap.

sUSD struggles on the first criteria. It is backed by SNX but that may or may not be valuable in the 
long run. It is like sitting on a stool and trying to lift it. Although to their credit they have managed 
to do it. 

SNX value is linked to the adoption of its trading platform and given its success in driving the 
adoption of that SNX is valuable. Hence for now sUSD is backed by something valuable.

But by providing incentivization to those who accept sUSD outside of the system they have managed 
to meet the second benchmark effectively. Being pegged to USD it can be used for day to day 
transactions and is already used for something interesting which is its trading platform.

sUSD however might struggle on the 4th criteria, as the value of sUSD is linked directly to the 
success of its trading platform.

SNX value is derived from the trading platform and you cannot mint more SNX than what the traction 
of the trading platform dictates. sUSD cannot achieve scale.

ӰՐӪՐ���ĥǹʫɄ̥�ԧ�ƍΖ˗͔ɴɄ͔ʇΑ�ɴΖȠ̶ʇȳ
Maker DAI has the ability to scale due to its basket of multiple collateral but struggles with maintaining 
its peg.

sUSD has the ability to maintain the peg but an inability to scale.

We believe there is an opportunity for a new stable coin that is backed by a multitude of collateral 
that includes real world assets similar to what is being done by MAKER DAI. However the means of 
maintaining its peg will be like SNX.

Essentially you should be able to lock any approved collateral and mint a stable coin.

The first approved collateral will be on chain assets with high liquidity such as BTC (such as renBTC. 
Over time other chains such as LTC, XRP etc can be brought in (again via a wrapper such as Ren). 
Eventually this collateral pool will include real world assets such as shares, property etc. This would 
mean that anyone who has collateral can lock it in and mint a stable coin (with the necessary due 
process). 

We call this new stablecoin oUSD.

oUSD has all the 5 key properties discussed above to be a viable currency. It is backed by valuable 
assets, can be used for daily transactions and can be scaled on demand to meet the needs of an 
expanding economy.
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The asset types and time horizons of when

They can be used to mint oUSD
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6.2.1. Comparison of currencies

Censorship 
resistant, 
trust mini-

mized

Backed by 
something 
valuable

Exchange-
able for 

other valu-
able things

Useful for 
day to day 
transac-

tions

Scalable 
supply

Maintains 
peg to fiat 
effectively

Permis-
sionless 
global 

transfers

State 
issued 
Notes

NO
Rule of 

Law, Force 
Military)

YES YES YES YES NO

Bank 
created 
money

NO
Govern-

ment regu-
lations

YES YES YES YES NO

Gold YES YES YES NO NO NO
YES, has 
friction 
though

BTC YES
Network

YES NO NO NO YES

USDT YES Unsure YES YES Unsure YES YES

USDC NO YES YES YES Unsure YES YES

DAI YES
Algorithm 
and Net-
work plus 
Collateral

YES
Not if 

peg is not 
maintained

YES NO YES

sUSD YES
Algorithm 
and Net-
work plus 
Collateral

YES YES NO YES YES

oUSD YES

Onchain 
and 

Offchain 
collateral

YES YES YES YES YES
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In the long run even unsecured lending that mimics systems like Union.finance, Akropolis etc can be 
bundled into this collateral pool.

As discussed earlier, we are opting to start with liquid on-chain assets, then move to off-chain liquid 
assets and finally taking on illiquid off-chain assets.

oUSD will have a SNX style conversion mechanism that would allow the holders to convert to various 
different currencies and other synthetic assets, leading to support of more worldwide onOpenDAOs 
and transactional activity that builds demand for the currency.
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7. Liquidity
The real question becomes who will accept this stable coin as valuable. Lets measure this new coin 
against our 5 pointed star, for starters it meets the valuable collateral benchmark.

Liquidity can be achieved by mimicking the approach used by Synthetix which is to incentivize 
liquidity providers on various DEXs such as Uniswap, Curve and Balancer (perhaps soon Bancor 
with its v2) by seeding/incentivising them with governance tokens.

Separately due to the ability to convert to other global currencies (similar to how Synthetix traces 
other assets) the currency is likely to have wider global demand. 

7.1. Money Market
We have set up a money market (Open market or OPM) which is a fork of the Compound money 
market. We will add the new stable coin as accepted currency on the OPM. Separately we will also 
allow liquidity providers to borrow against their pool tokens from the OPM.

This would allow liquidity providers to use leverage and maximize the availability of liquidity.
Pool fees, leverage and OPEN governance token rewards make an unstoppable trifecta for anyone 
who wishes to be a liquidity provider.

The mechanism of using liquidity tokens on the OPM also abstracts away the real world assets from 
the OPM and insulates lenders on the OPM from them.

8. OpenDAO
The OpenDAO is the governing DAO which owns and manages the oUSD stablecoin minter and the 
OPM money market. Open governance token holders collectively control the DAO.

ӲՐөՐ��˧΄Ʉ̶˗ǹ˗ȧɄ�͔˧ʫɄ˗
The Open governance token will have overall ownership and control of the DAO which will include 
rights to:
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1. Deciding which assets will be accepted as collateral for the new stable coin, as well as their 
collateral ratios

2. Deciding which liquidity pools will be accepted as collateral on the OPM, as well as their 
respective interest rate models and collateral factors

It will be used to incentivise lenders, borrowers, and those who lock in collateral to mint new stable 
coins.

8.2. Incentive and feedback loops
As a simplified flow, here are the incentivised actions someone can take to get Open tokens:
Lock up value, such as wBTC or renBTC, to mint oUSD stablecoins and receive Open tokens.

1. Take this oUSD, which is pegged to USD, and deploy it to the OPM as a lender, earning both 
interest and Open tokens.

2. Deploy to oUSD/USDT/USDC liquidity pools as a LP and receive both fees and Open tokens.
3. Use their position in these liquidity pools as collateral on the OPM, to borrow against their 

position.
4. Use their borrowings to continue to provide liquidity to earn more fees and tokens.

Achieving parity and liquidity against USDT/USDC would allow the currency to be offramped on 
demand and used for off-chain purposes as well.
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ӳՐ�ƍ˧ʳ΄ʇ˗ɪ�ʳ˧˗ɪ�͔Ʉ̶ː�ȧɴǹʳʳɄ˗ɪɄ̓
When we start handling real world assets, we would need to address

1. Evidence of ownership
2. Tamper proof price feeds
3. Liquidation on default

Chain Link will form a very big part of the solution to source real world price and ownership data. 
Assets whose ownership can be publicly verified are a simpler start.

Enforcement will vary depending on the underlying asset. Shares and other liquid assets can be 
triggered via API calls based on smart contract emissions. Other illiquid assets will have to be held 
by custodians who will act upon instructions published to them from the smart contract.

ӳՐөՐ�ƍɄȧ̶ͣʇ͔Ζ�ʇ̓̓ͣɄ̓
1. One of the key objectives behind the token rewards is to achieve decentralization as quickly 

possible. The off-chain enforcement if required is likely deemed to be a ministerial duty and not 
an Active participant role.

2. What that means is that the offchain enforcer is simply executing instructions as directed by 
DAO, rather than the DAO being reliant on his discretionary actions to achieve profit.

3. We believe rapid decentralization and no offchain Active participants (as defined in the SEC 
guidance on digital securities) should address the issue.

4. In addition, the use of real world collateral has already been established by Maker DAO and a 
few other projects that have blazed the trail ahead of us.
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10. Universal Real World Asset Enforcement and Liquidation 
Protocol
When dealing with real world assets you have to face the challenge of the need for human 
intervention for enforcement. While certain assets such as listed shares can be handled in a fairly 
programmatic manner via API and script calls that monitor smart contract emissions and balances, 
illiquid assets such as real estate or invoices/receivables face challenges in terms of the need for 
human intervention.

While the variability can be taken out of the equation via custodians and trustees who are obligated 
to act on the basis of instructions from the smart contract or DAO, a better solution that is universally 
applicable is possible.

Consider someone who has some property or shares and wants to raise some money against it. 
Currently their options are to go to a bank or a private lender. Fintechs like Estatebaron.com and 
Konkrete.io (previous projects from the founders of Open DAO created technology and compliance 
solutions for an IPO in a box model.

A separate SPV was set up (typically a Public unlisted company) which is allowed to maintain its own 
share register. While this is because the founders are native to Australia, it is perfectly acceptable 
to use a SPV in some other jurisdictions in other parts of the world.

This SPV would typically take a charge against the asset which would be recorded against the title 
ʇ˗�͔ɴɄ�ɥ˧̶ː�˧ɥ�ǹ�ː˧̶͔ɪǹɪɄՐ
v
The SPV would then issue an offer document such as a prospectus, or IM, and would then allow a 
large number of small investors to participate in the funding. The returns from the mortgage interest 
would be passed to the shareholding investors.

21
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There are a number of Fintech platforms across the world of a similar nature.

Realt.co introduced a slight twist to this by allowing the investors to hold their shares in the 
form of ERC20 tokens. Konkrete.io does something similar where it allows investors to take their 
shareholdings out of the platform by converting the shares to ERC20 token equivalents.

The theory here is the investor may withdraw their shares in a tokenized format, find a buyer of their 
own accord outside the platform and cash out of the illiquid project.

Being an ERC20 these tokens are freely exchanged, however they still need to be brought back into 
the platform in order to be recognized as ownership of the underlying shares. For that KYC/AML 
would be performed as necessary.
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The real issue here becomes who is going to provide the liquidity on Uniswap to these share tokens 
and why would they. If there is sufficient liquidity then it creates significant value in the whole 
process as it provides liquidity to the initial investor and creates more benefits which we will discuss 
shortly.

The incentives to a LP here are as follows:

1. Fees from the conversion.
2. Their belief in the value of the underlying collateral; if the underlying shares are for a quality 

asset such as ownership of FB, Tesla etc or a quality real estate, then an astute investor would 
be happy to make fees by providing liquidity against them.

3. DɄΖ˧˗ȳ�͔ɴǹ͔�ʇɥ�ΈɄ�ȧǹ˗�ʇ˗ȧɄ˗͔ʇ΄ʇΩɄ�͔ɴɄː�΄ʇǹ�ǹ�ʳʇ̡ͣʇȳʇ͔Ζ�ːʇ˗ʇ˗ɪ�̛̥˧ȧɄ̓̓�ȠΖ�ʇ̓̓ͣɄ�˧ɥ�ɪ˧΄Ʉ̶˗ǹ˗ȧɄ�
͔˧ʫɄ˗̓�ԞłŸbĭԟ�͔ɴɄ˗�ʇ͔�ȠɄȧ˧ːɄ̓�Ʉ΄Ʉ˗�ː˧̥Ʉ�ʳͣḁ̇ǹ͔ʇ΄ɄՐ

The liquidity mining however has to incentivize not just liquidity but also long term liquidity lock ups.

If you are a LP for a property mortgage fund in Melbourne or Singapore, then you would need to lock 
up your liquidity for a certain amount of time in order to farm OPEN tokens.
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The process would mimic the farming principles from various farming meme coins such as Yam, 
Sushi, Kimchi, Shrimp, Pasta etc, except the liquidity is against quality underlying collateral.

24
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We will make some code tweaks to encourage longer term liquidity provisions.

This mechanism creates effective on-chain liquidity for off-chain assets.

Anyone who owns the tokenized shares, or property fractions can now approach the oUSD minter, 
or even the OPM (assuming their collateral is among the list of acceptable collateral) and mint the 
required oUSD or borrow against it.

25
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10.1. ONCHAIN ENFORCEMENT
If they do not repay their loans as expected, then their collateral tokens can be liquidated in a 
decentralized manner by all kinds of bots or arbitrageurs. The liquidators get possession of the 
collateral tokens and can then approach the Uniswap pools and convert to stable coins and 
walk away.

26
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10.2. OFFCHAIN ENFORCEMENT
The LPs enter into the whole thing with the understanding that they are satisfied with the 
quality of the underlying asset, so if they land up with more of that they can convert to the 
actual shares using the process described earlier. They can then either continue to hold the 
shares or sell them if possible.

In case of shares or liquid assets as underlying collateral the sale is straightforward, individual 
shareholders can trigger the sale of their shares and take the proceeds. In case of illiquid assets 
like real estate, the shareholders can do a vote via an Aragon DAO and instruct the Custodian 
to effect a sale and distribute the proceeds via stable coins to the DAO holders at which point 
the SPV would be liquidated.

27

In this way, Incentivized LPs are the mechanism to create on-chain liquidity for off-chain assets.

This effectively turns the system into a dual LP layer system - one for the underlying collateral, 
and one for oUSD.

Once the oUSD is minted, Liquidity pools will also be established against other stable coins 
such as USDT/C as described in the whitepaper.
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өөՐ�ƀɄǹʳ�Ǌ˧̥ʳȳ�WɄ�ʇ�È˗͔Ʉ̶ɥǹȧɄ�Ěʇ̡ͣʇȳʇ͔Ζ�ĚǹΖɄ̥��̥ȧɴʇ͔Ʉȧ͔̥ͣɄ

To create an efficient liquidity layer on top of real world assets, we are replacing Uniswap in our 
architecture below with a custom solution.
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The problem with Uniswap (or other AMMs such as Balancer or Bancor etc) is that they are capital 
inefficient liquidity solutions because the LP has to provide value on both sides of the equation. 
In Bancor and Curve, you can choose to supply value on just one side, but it does not mean it will 
work just with that. Someone else still needs to cover the other leg, or as in the case of Curve, 
they convert part of your supplied asset to meet the necessary requirements.

Secondly, the price of both supplied assets also varies in Uniswap. So in the case of real estate 
backed collateral where it should not be as variable, we face an issue. Technically this can be 
arbitraged away, but the nature of the slow moving underlying collateral liquidation process means 
that it would cause more problems in the short run.

Next we address where the LP can initially get the collateral tokens.

What we really need is a simple cash box, where people who are LPs supply cash (stable) tokens 
such as USDC/USDT etc. 

30 

This cash box becomes a perpetual counterparty to anyone with collateral tokens. There would be 
a price feed which determines the collateral tokens price.
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In effect the pool acts similar to an investment fund, and the price of its newly minted pool tokens 
reflects the price mechanisms of an investment fund.

So on day 1 if someone supplies 100 USDC to the pool, he will get 100 Pool tokens (PT that 
represent his claim on the pool.

Let’s consider that this pool becomes a perpetual counterparty to a tokenized share called APL.

APL price on day 1 is 10.

Someone approaches the pool with 5 APL tokens and claims 50 USDC that are sitting in the pool.

The 5 APL get added to the pool.

In the pool now there are 50 USDC and 5 APL.

If someone tries to redeem 10 APL, that will not work (prevented in the UI itself) as the pool does 
not have enough liquidity.

If someone tries to redeem 5 APL again, then it should only withdraw from the USDC balance.

31 
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Which means 5 APL go in and 50 USDC go to the redeemer.

New pool balance is 10 APL.

=================
Example 1

Let’s say the APL price now changes to 20 via price feed.

The PT in circulation are 100, and value of APL is 1020200

This means the price of PT is now 2 (changed from 1)

If someone now tries to supply USDC to the pool to mint PT, then it will be based on this new price.

If they supply 100 USDC, then they get 50 PT.

=================
Example 2

If the price of APL goes down to .5, then the PT AUM is 10*.550

New PT price is hence .5

And if someone supplies 100 USDC they get 200 PT.

=================
The Pool hence behaves like a fund that mirrors the price of the collateral it is acting as a 
counterparty to. It will however be also very cash rich and still give the LPs fairly accurate exposure 
to the price of the collateral token.

When the PT holder wants to redeem, they should get APL and not the USDC they put in.

So using example 1, current PT in circulation is 150 and Pool has 100 USDC and 10 APL.

Price of APL is as dictated by the price feed oracle.

Assuming we used the first example where APL price was 2, and if the PT holder tries to redeem 
50 PT, then it would work as follows.

Price of PT is 2, value of 50 PT is hence 100

Price of APL is 20, which means 5 APL will flow from the pool to the PT holder and PT will get 
burnt.

At this point the pool will have 100 USDC and 5 APL.
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And the circulating supply of PT would drop by 50 down to 100.

Price of PT remains unchanged as assets and tokens have gone down proportionally.
Now consider that 100 PT are set for redemption.

100 PT are worth 2 each, which is total 200

Price of APL is 20, which means 10 APL are needed.

But the pool only has 5.

So the way it will work is all 5 APL will go to the PT holder.

And then another 100 USDC will go to the PT holder.

100 PT get burnt.

So the system will always try to redeem the maximum extent of APL first in return of PT burning 
and if it cannot satisfy then it will try to complete the redemption request via the USDC.

So the flow is:

USDC goes in and PT comes back.

APL goes in and USDC comes back. If not enough USDC, then prevent transaction.

PT goes in and APL comes back. If there’s not enough APL then the balance is covered via USDC.

Price of APL is fed in via price feed.

Price of PT gets updated based on AUM and determines the number of new PT to be minted.
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Make provisions to have ability to pause deposits and withdrawals of all tokens.

Such a solution would in theory also allow us to market the liquidity pools as assets in their own 
right that mimic the price of the assets they are counterparty to. So there could be a Tesla, APPLE, 
FB, Real estate or other such pool and become attractive assets in their own right due to their 
permissionless acquisition.

Once you have the APL you can approach the registry platform and convert back to real assets as 
described in the whitepaper.

34
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12. Team & Advisors
The OpenDAO’s objectives as a team is to decentralise and transfer governance to OPEN token 
holders as soon as possible. 

Currently, and over the next few months, decisions will be made centrally by the OpenDAO team to 
ensure we can move fast, fix problems as they arise, and be accountable to users. 

OpenDAO’s project team and advisors have rich professional backgrounds across investment 
banking, technology, cryptography and real estate.
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With deep technical expertise and strong commercial capabilities, OpenDAO is ready to deliver on 
its vision of bringing real world assets to decentralised finance.



өӪՐөՐ�ĥ˧̥Ʉ̓ɴ�Đ˧ʫǹ˗Ʉ�ԞŸ̥˧ʣɄȧ͔�ĚɄǹȳԖ

Moresh is an engineer who has worked in the finance and tech industries for the last decade and 
previously successfully exited two start-ups. 

Moresh has worked in the US for various investment banks including The Northern Trust in Chicago, 
Grantham Mayo Otterloo in Boston.  An Business Analyst with experience of more than a decade, 
he has expertise in Investment Accounting, Finance, Trading, Reporting and Data warehousing 
systems. Moresh also has qualifications in IT, Economics and Project Management. Moresh 
conceptualised and built from the ground up Estate Baron – one of the first Real Estate Development 
Crowdfunding Companies in Australia. Moresh writes regularly on Distributed Ledger Technologies 
and their applications in the Securities space. Moresh has worked as an Authorised Representative 
of multiple Australian Financial Services Licensees and has done his RG146 in Securities, Managed 
Investment Schemes as well as a Cert 4 in Mortgage Broking.

Moresh has a Bachelors of Engineering and has studied Economics at Chicago State. As part of 
Estate Baron, Moresh actively worked on deal structuring for over 50 real estate projects and has 
drafted over 30 Prospectuses and Information Memorandums from scratch.

He has been involved in IPOs in Australia and New Zealand and Reg D offers in the US.

Moresh has a deep understanding of securities regulations and its implications for the technology 
space and is part of the advisory group to Australian Treasury and ASIC Australian Securities and 
Investment Commission) blockchain working group.
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өӪՐӪՐ�ƍɄǹ˗�¤ǹʇ�ſʇǹ˗�Ԟĥǹ̥ʫɄ͔ʇ˗ɪ�Ԋ�DW�ĚɄǹȳԖ

Sean is a DeFi entrepreneur and brings a mix of lean startup practices, people management, lean 
marketing and business development skills to OpenDAO.  

A serial entrepreneur who has 10 years experience across entertainment business management, 
real estate startups, corporate innovation and early-stage entrepreneurship.

• Co-founded and raised capital for Konkrete, an asset tokenisation DAO from the likes of Signum 
Capital (Singapore’s premier crypto projects fund), CC Ventures, and various family offices.

• Co-Founded and exited Collective Campus, a seven figure corporate innovation business built 
from scratch in 3 years, with presence in Singapore. AFR fast starters list 2018.

• Designed, marketed and ran 3 APAC first) corporate backed accelerator programs: Mills Oakley 
Accelerator (LegalTech), ABC REIT Accelerator (PropTech), Village Xperience Accelerator (VR/
AR.

• Actively coached and mentored 100 startups over the past 5 years.
• Regular startup judge at Microsoft’s imagine cup Australian finals.
• Founded Collins Collective & Queens Collective coworking spaces (2 of Melbourne’s earliest 

tech hubs).
• Co-founded exited a national touring and events DAO, including national science and rationalism 

conference Think Inc.
• Co-Founder of Lemonade Stand, a children’s entrepreneurship program that has been rolled out 

to over 1,000 students across Australia and Singapore

ƛɴɄ�ł̛Ʉ˗Wǹ˧�͔ Ʉǹː�ʇ̓�ǹʳ̓˧�ȧ˧ː̶̛ʇ̓Ʉȳ�˧ ɥ�ǹ��ƛ�ȳʇ̶͔̓ʇȠ͔ͣɄȳ�̓ ͔ǹɥɥ�˧ ɥ�̓ ːǹ̶͔�ȧ˧˗͔̥ǹȧ͔�ȳɄ΄Ʉʳ˧̛Ʉ̥̓Տ�Ƞǹȧʫԫ
Ʉ˗ȳ�ȳɄ΄Ʉʳ˧̛Ʉ̥̓Տ�ɥͣʳʳ�͔̓ǹȧʫ�ȳɄ΄Ʉʳ˧̛Ʉ̥̓Տ�ǹ˗ȳ�ƧÈԧƧǑ�ȳɄ̓ʇɪ˗Ʉ̥̓Ր
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13. Progress to Date
13.1. Real Estate Crowdfunding and STO
Moresh founded Estate Baron started as a real estate equity development crowdfunding platform 
and facilitated the raise of over $50 Million for a number of projects all across Australia.

Along with Sean he then co-founded Konkrete as an STO platform to reach a wider distribution for 
their real estate clients.

Estate Baron rolled up into Konkrete and continues to exist today as a separate entity and offers 
technology and compliance solutions for those looking to raise funds.

The experience in this space led to a deep understanding of the problems in real world capital 
formation.

өӬՐӪՐ�bǹ̥ʳʇɄ̥�ǹ͔͔Ʉː̛͔̓�ȠɄɥ˧̥Ʉ�ḁ̶̇ͣɄ˗͔�ː˧ȳɄʳ�Έǹ̓�ɥʇ˗ǹʳʇΩɄȳ
13.2.1. Pure STO

We started by simply fractionalizing real estate and other assets and putting it on the blockchain 
as registry. While we have significant knowledge of the regulatory space and have been involved 
in several IPOs it became apparent that the lack of a unified global regulatory regime would always 
hamper the adoption of so called STOs.

13.2.2. Unfractionalized Illiquid assets on the money market

Fractionalization creates security issues. To get around that we decided we will tokenize the asset, 
but instead of selling the fractions in tokenized format we will borrow against them via a money 
market. This meant no direct token sale was conducted and the OPM would be fully decentralized 
and separated from the tokenization side.

A bit like borrowing against your house from a bank.
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13.2.3. Liquid assets on the money market

A deeper appreciation for the need for programmatic liquidation of initial assets led to our second 
version with liquid assets as collateral. We built a mechanism to monitor smart contract emissions 
and trigger buy/sells on stocks via API script calls.

13.2.4. oUSD and other liquidity pools

While the above model works, a need was felt whereby access to capital would be sped up. We 
needed a mechanism whereby asset holders can come to the protocol, and walk away with cash. A 
better solution is to abstract the real world asset from the money market and create a stable coin 
backed with assets that include real estate, stocks etc. The liquidity providers hence become the 
lynchpin of the system and allow the operations of the ecosystem smoothly.

For this service they also get the highest amount of rewards, which include pool fees, OPEN token 
rewards and the ability to use the pool tokens as collateral.

We created our money market (OPM Open market), which is based on a fork of Compound.
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14. Technology progress
The OpenDAO project has already achieved several technology milestones:

1. A DLT solution for securities
2. A tokenized receivables/invoices platform to facilitate a peer to peer factoring
3. A standardized tokenization module which can be used to quickly mint tokens
4. This tokenization module was leveraged to tokenize 2 Melbourne based properties 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xcd90e3093be92ebdb48510349a1cf5f63c3977d5#readContract 

5.   A tokenized margin loan facility was established for Tesla, Apple and Facebook shares
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https://etherscan.io/token/0xf573e6740045b5387f6d36a26b102c2adf639af5

6.   A fully functional money market was developed and deployed on mainnet at app.opm.network
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7.   The real estate and share tokens were added on the OPM
8.  A full fledged admin module was created to facilitate adding of new assets, price updates,        
interest rate models etc
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9.    USDT USDC pool tokens from Uniswap v2 were added as collateral on the OPM

10.  Rdai.money which splits interest and principle on Compound was forked to build a solution for    
affiliate partners with their own distribution.

11.  Affiliate partnership established with Growusd using the rdai smart contract fork in the 
background
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12.    Second affiliate partnership formed with Liquidefi using a similar model.
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13.  Governance token liquidity mining is fully developed and ready to roll out
14.  oUSD minting module under progress (Maker + Synthetix fork)
15.  Admin module for oUSD to be developed
16.  An exchange platform based on Synthetix to convert from one currency to another
17.   Liquidity mining incentives for the mintr and exchange
18.  Governance control transfer to OPEN token holders
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14.1. Go To Market

1. We start with USDT/USDC Uniswap v2 pool tokens as collateral on the OPM. For better measure 
we are using custodial tokens while we address any safety issues. We also include shares and 
real estate as collateral to demonstrate demand.

2. Launch oUSD  A hybrid MakerDAO/Synthetix stablecoin backed by assets including real world 
collateral. Approved collateral such as WBTC or real estate can be locked up to mint oUSD. An 
exchange modelled again upon Synthetix will allow conversion to different fiat currency pegs.

3. oUSD pair pool tokens for various DEXs on OPM
4. Progressive addition of onchain assets to oUSD collateral pool to build liquidity
5. Progressive addition of liquid off-chain assets to oUSD collateral pool
6. Progressive addition of illiquid off-chain assets to oUSD collateral pool

Step 1 is already complete and the OPM is live on the mainnet. In parallel to steps 2 to 6 we will 
initiate progressive decentralization and hand over control of the governance of the OPM and Minter 
to the OPEN token holders.
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15. Token Allocation and Sale Details
15.1 OPEN Supply Allocation 
There is a total of 100,000,000 (the “Total Supply”) OPEN tokens. The Total Supply is allocated as 
follows: 
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Specifications WɄ̓ȧ̶ʇ̛͔ʇ˧˗

Token Ticker OPEN

Blockchain Type Ethereum ERC20

Legal Classification Utility Token

Total Supply (No. of Tokens) 100,000,000

Private Sale 14,000,000 14% at USD 0.15 per OPEN

Crowdsale 1,000,000 1% at USD 0.20 per OPEN

15.3 Fundraising and Use of Proceeds
The fundraise from each funding round is expected to be as follows:

 USD 2,100,000 from Private Sale; and
 USD 200,000 from Public Sale.

The total gross fundraise is expected to be USD 2,300,000.

Funds from the Token Sale will be used to:

• Get audits done for the oUSD Minter and OPM Money Market
• Hire more FT smart contract resources
• Assist in the preparation of our public token release in Q4
• Provide initial liquidity for oUSD
• Marketing and community building efforts 
• Continued research and development of the OpenDAO protocol

The Public Sale is expected to take place in the form of an Initial DEX Offering (“IDO”) on Uniswap.

OpenDAO shall provide the initial liquidity for the IDO through a liquidity lock to kickstart the trading 
liquidity pool.

The liquidity lock is expected to comprise up to USD 250,000 (subject to market conditions) from 
the fundraise and OPEN tokens from the DAO Reserves.
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15.4 Token Vesting Schedule
The vesting schedules for the respective token tranches are as follows:

Tranche Vesting Schedule

Public Sale No lockup at listing.

Private Sale 20% unlock at listing, remaining unlock at 
20% per quarter.

Incentivisation Pool As per smart contract lock (TBD for each 
kind of incentivisation action.

Protocol Reserves A proportion to be utilized for public sale 
liquidity lock to kickstart trading liquidity. 
Remaining to be used for strategic part-
nerships such as exchange listings, com-

munity marketing initiatives, developer 
grant programs etc.

Team & Advisors 6 month cliff, 25% per half year thereafter.

15.5 Public Sale

The number of tokens unlocked at token public listing are: 

100%*1,000,000  20%*14,000,000

 3,800,000 OPEN 3.8% of total supply)
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16. Disclaimers 
This whitepaper (“Whitepaper”) is prepared by OpenDAO (the “DAO”) may be amended from time to 
time without notice. This Whitepaper is intended to provide general information and is not meant to 
be exhaustive, comprehensive or authoritative.

ƛɄ̶ː̓�˧ɥ�Ƨ̓Ʉ

This Whitepaper is solely for information and general circulation only and may not be published, 
circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any other person without written consent. 
By receiving or reading this Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the terms and limitations set out 
below. Any failure to comply with these terms and limitations may constitute a violation of law. Whilst 
the DAO has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this report is not 
untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, 
and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. The DAO, its affiliates 
and subsidiaries, and each of their agents, directors, contractors, assigns, partners and employees 
will not be liable for any and all claims, costs, liabilities, expenses, equitable or statutory damages or 
compensation, indirect, special, incidental, exemplary or consequential damages or loss of profits 
whatsoever, arising out of the use or access of, or any inability to use or access, or reliance upon, all 
or any part of this Whitepaper. Any opinion, estimate or other contents contained in this Whitepaper 
is subject to change without notice.

ƀʇ̓ʫ̓�Wʇ̓ȧʳ˧̥̓ͣɄ̓

The risks described below, and or other additional risks presently regarded to be immaterial actually 
materialise, the commercial viability of OpenDAO and its features and services may be materially and 
adversely affected and could result in the destruction of OpenDAO tokens and/or the termination of 
the development or operation of the OpenDAO and its features and services.

1. OpenDAO and its associated ecosystem solutions are under development and may undergo 
significant changes before they are released or implemented. While the DAO intends for OpenDAO 
and its associated ecosystem solutions to function as described in this Whitepaper, the DAO 
may have to make changes to various features or specifications of OpenDAO or its associated 
ecosystem solutions. During the course of development, the DAO may also run into difficulties 
including financial, resourcing or technical difficulties. This may create the risk that OpenDAO or 
its associated ecosystem solutions may not meet the expectations users may have and this may 
adversely impact OpenDAO, its associated ecosystem solutions and the potential utility of OpenDAO.

2. While OpenDAO has a vision of making the OpenDAO solution fully autonomous with community 
decision making using transparent and fair governance processes, in order to increase development 
speed and react faster to environmental challenges, some initial decisions will be made in a 
centralized manner. This includes decisions about token listings, protocol variable adjustments and 
industry partnerships.
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3. The products and services that are offered by third parties through OpenDAO may be subject to 
applicable laws and regulation in the relevant jurisdictions and may create the risk of infringing such 
laws and regulations. This may negatively impact OpenDAO, its associated ecosystem solutions and 
the potential utility of OpenDAO.
  
4. The sale and creation of OpenDAO and the development of its associated ecosystem solutions 
may fail, be abandoned or be delayed for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the 
public, lack of funding, or lack of commercial success or prospects (e.g. caused by competing 
projects).

5. OpenDAO, the sale of OpenDAO and/or its associated ecosystem solutions are based on blockchain 
technology which is still in a relatively early development stage. OpenDAO is intended to represent 
a new capability on emerging technology that is not fully proven in use. Any malfunction, flaws, 
breakdown or abandonment of the underlying blockchain technologies used by OpenDAO may 
have a material adverse effect on OpenDAO, the sale of OpenDAO and/or its associated ecosystem 
solutions. As the technology matures, new capabilities may dramatically alter the usefulness of 
OpenDAO or the ability to use or sell them. The functionality of OpenDAO is complex, will require 
enhancements and product support over time, and full functionality may take longer than expected. 
The full functionality of OpenDAO is not yet complete and no assurance can be provided of such 
completion.

6. It is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new 
regulations addressing, blockchain technology, which may be contrary to OpenDAO and/or its 
associated ecosystem solutions and which may, inter alia, result in substantial modifications of 
the overall ecosystem strategy relating to OpenDAO and/or its associated ecosystem solutions, 
including termination and the loss of OpenDAO.

7. The tax treatment and accounting of OpenDAO is uncertain and may vary amongst jurisdictions. 
You must seek independent tax advice in connection with purchasing OpenDAO, which has the 
possibility of resulting in adverse tax consequences.

8. The value of tokens or cryptocurrencies may fluctuate significantly over a short period of time as 
a result of various factors including market dynamics, regulatory changes, technical advancements, 
and economic and political factors. Due to such volatility, the DAO may not be able to fund 
development of OpenDAO and/or its associated ecosystem solutions, or may not be able to maintain 
OpenDAO in the manner that it intended.

9. It is possible, due to any number of reasons including, but not limited to, an unfavourable 
fluctuation in the broad cryptographic token market, decrease in OpenDAO utility, the failure of 
commercial relationships, or intellectual property ownership challenges, that the OpenDAO may no 
longer be viable to operate or face an uncertain or changing regulatory regime.
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10. Cryptographic tokens such as OPEN tokens are a new and relatively untested technology. In 
addition to the risks noted above, there are other risks associated with your purchase, holding 
and use of the OPEN tokens that the DAO cannot anticipate. Such risks may further materialise as 
unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks set out above.

11. The terms in part 4 are only open to wholesale and experienced investors.
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